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Naruto, Vol. 3: Dreams
Synopsis
Naruto is a ninja-in-training with a need for attention, a knack for mischief, and sealed within him, a strange, formidable power. His antics amuse his instructor Kakashi and irritate his teammates, intense Sasuki and witty Sakura, but Naruto is serious about becoming the greatest ninja in the village.
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Customer Reviews
Masashi Kishimoto made his debut in Weekly Shonen Jump in 1999 with Naruto, which became a big hit with both boys and girls. Kishimoto added a modern flavour to the ancient world of Japanese ninja to make Naruto one of the most popular series in Japan.

Our 11 y/o is finally enjoying to read because of these books. I haven’t the slightest clue as to what they are about, but he sure does and he loves them. No more fighting to get him to complete his 1 hour of mandatory reading/day. Often times, he can put the books down (I am slowly buying him the monster collection of Naruto books that he has wanted.

IM SO NERVOUS. SASUKE IS DEAD. NARUTO MIGHT UNLEASH THE DEMON FOX.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaah! Please don’t die Kakashi. Love this series. :3

I was already a fan of Naruto. now I decided to make a collection of the Mangas. The qualities of the
book are awesome it's very well made, the shipping comes very well protected. I totally recommend not only the mangas but the story of naruto as well.

The way the magna is drawn is great, it's not like all the other ones where all the characters have pointy chins and all basically look alike with few differences. Masashi Kishimoto creates a different image for each character. Not only that, but there are some pretty epic fight scenes through out the series.

the cover was bent but all the pages are fine.

awesome

Good quality. Vary good manga.

I appreciate for making this pruchase available to me because if it weren't for .com and the seller of this item I wouldn't have been able to purchase this item I couldn't find anywhere else for my sons birthday, and this book is very important to him even though it is considered used. Thank you to .com and the seller.
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